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Xlibris, Corp. Paperback. Condition: New. 92 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.Message to
my Readers I grew up in Brooklyn New York. Ive been a restless man. All the worlds dreams are in
my eyes. These poems range over many terrains of the Earth and terrains of my heart. These poems
are an overflow, undertow, personally universal, emotionally logical, bodily spiritual expression of
love, existentially divine and beyond analysis. My poems exist between lucidity and trance, meaning
and nonsense, depth and invisibility. They are Liminal. They serve as a doorway to the ineffable, a
cryptic map, a cry, a journey into mayhem, myth, mystery. Poetry, at bottom, is inspired by the
Muse: a female mythic form through which insight, wisdom, beauty and the arts are given. Often in
a cryptic manner. A muse serves as a mouth, a door, an instrument. A muse takes many forms,
speaks any language, exists in any time. She comes by invitation, love, seduction, silence. My
poems see things. And they lend me their sight, their vision. I seek the spirit in poetry, how to elicit
from my deeper self that which is given by the archetypal, and not with the game of verse...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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